
Mrs. Mattern 
Art Foundations                       Team Sheet 
GRR Activity 

 
Looking at the Work of Contemporary Artists 

365days365artists.com 
(15 points) 

 
We are going to use the website above to view and discuss our impressions of some of today’s artists and their work. You 
will be part of a team that will share observations with the class. The instructor will guide this activity. Students will 
gradually acquire more responsibility for the observation/critique process. 
 
Team Roles: 
 
✪  FACILITATOR   {Name_________________________________________________} 

guides the conversation and keeps the team on track 
 
✪  TIME-KEEPER  {Name_________________________________________________} 

 watches the time, gives heads up when time is nearly up 
 
✪  RECORDER   {Names________________________________________________} 

(there may be more than one) takes notes about at least 3 major points that come up in team discussion; fills out 
this team sheet 

 
✪  PRESENTER   {Name_________________________________________________} 

shares the team observations with the class.  
 
Procedure: 
 
✪   OBSERVE the artist assigned to your team: ________________________________________________ 
Look at the 365artists365days website and also the artist’s own website. Read the interview. (8 minutes) 
 
✪   DISCUSS your observations with your team members. Include discussion of the focus question: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Recorders compile notes for the presenter (use the back of this sheet). (12 minutes) 
 
✪   SHARE with the class the name of the artist, the date of the interview, and 3 observations. (2-5 minutes each team) 
 
✪   WRITE an exit ticket sticky note with your name on the back and on the front: 
one thing that you learned from one of the other teams. This should be a thoughtful response to the activity today. It is 
worth up to 15 points. 
 
 
The previous page is the worksheet that I am using with the GRR collaborative activity in visual literacy.  Each time we 
do the activity it will be slightly different in terms of content. Usually, I will assign one or two artists to each group. 
Sometimes they may have to search for their own artist. For example, I may have the students look for two artists who use 
color in tow different ways. The three questions will vary as our focus changes throughout the year. The first week the 
questions were: 

-What does the artwork look like (media, appearance)? 
-What elements and/or principles do you see? 
-What do the elements and principles look like? 

In the weeks that follow, the questions progress to ask about how meaning is created via the aesthetic criteria, how artists 
convey their messages, where artists get inspiration, working processes, inclusion of humor…etc. 

 


